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Matt Grover, a student consultant at the NERDC Support Desk in 1993-94, has joined the NERDC staff as a Senior Systems Engineer. His duties include maintenance of NERDC and campus-backbone networks, staff PCs and the data center's internal administrative server.

"I really appreciate," says Grover, "working (again) with the knowledgeable staff at NERDC." Grover holds a BS in Computer Information Science from UF. Following his graduation in 1994, he moved to Atlanta to maintain a corporate UNIX network spanning a half-dozen U.S. cities. He and his wife Gena returned to Gainesville in 1996, she to graduate studies, he to private network consulting. Previous to rejoining NERDC in January this year, Grover spent a year with the U.S. Geological Survey Research Station, maintaining Novell and UNIX networks and creating a Web presence for the station's non-indigenous species project.

Also, Jonathan Bluett has joined the Operations staff as an OPS computer operator on the night shift, responsible for mounting tape cartridges and reels as called for by the operating system.
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